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Center for Nonlin ear Studies
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Abstract. One of the most important properties of cellular automata is their capacity to support propagating structures. Propagating
structures are employed as signals in many CA models of computation. Treating propagating structures as automata elevates the notion
of a signal to something that is a computational entity in its own right .
These propagating signal-automat a are embedded in th e very "tape"
upon which they compute, and are constituted of the very symbols
t hat they write on the tape in the course of their computation. Thus,
signal-aut omata are both process and d ata at the same time. They
can create, modify, or erase other such automata, and can support distributed computations wherein the operators also serve as operands.
As their existence is rather ephemeral when compared to t hat of th e
"physical" cells of the lattice that get caught up in their propagat ion,
we refer to signal-automata as "vir tual" automata , or virt ual state
macb ines (VSM's). In this paper, we look at some examples of VSM
sys tems, exp lore a pr ogramming methodology based on the process of
protein syn thes is, and discuss the implicat ions for "virtual structure"
in the physical world.

1.

Introduction .

Cellular automata can be viewed either as computers themselves or as logical universes w ithin which computers may be embedded. On the first view ,
an initial configuration constitutes the data that the physical computer is
working on, and the transition function implements the algorithm that is
to be applied to the data. This is the approach taken in most current
applications of cellular automata, such as image processing.
The second approach, however, is much more interesting from a theoretical point of view. In th is case, the in itial configuration itself constitutes a
computer of some sort, and the t ransition fu n ction is seen as the "p hysics"
obeyed by the p a r t s of t he computer. The a lgorithm b e in g run and t he
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d at a be ing manipu lated are funct ions of the precise state of the initia l configurati on of the embedded compu ter. In the most general case, the initial
configuration will constit ute a un iversal computer.
As is the case for t he ir physical counterparts, computers embedded in
CA depend on signals to commun icate informat ion between different parts
of the machine. Because of their local-conn ect ivity, CA provides new insights int o the nature of signals. We are led t o ask : "What is a signal?
Does it merely carry infor mat ion between two distinct parts of a computer
or can it be something more7"
In the remainder of this paper we exp lore an approach to embedded
computation based on t he compositio n of signals t hat compute. T hese signals are based on propagating structures in CA that have the capacity to
make decision s, to effect changes in t he m edi um t hrou gh which they propagate, and to int er act wit h other propagati ng structures in su ch a manner
t hat t he global effect of their dy namic interaction is a highl y para llel, distrib uted computat ion . We end with a disc uss ion of what the existence of
such structures might imply about processes occurring in the natural world.

2.

Signals as automata

In a physical computer, a signal is a wave-front of vo ltage-change that propagates along a wire at approx imately the sp eed of light. Sometimes a signal
only carries inform ati on , but in many cases it carries both informat ion and
the power to cause something to happen , as when a line that controls a
gate is ra ised to logica l one. In comput ers embedded with in CA, signals
are a lso typically implemented as waves of state-change propagating a long
a pathway t hat acts as a w ire . This propagating "wave" can be quite small,
typically on ly a ce ll or two in length . Since such a sig nal is propagating
through a logical universe, considerations of power or diss ipation are not
necessary: logic suffices.
One views a computer embe dded in a CA not so much as a device composed of lots of active parts communicating via signals, but as a device
composed of pass ive parts being operated on by signals. A com put a t ion
is v iewed as the net effect of many signals working in parallel with in the
structure of t he computer and a ltering its stat e: signals can be active computat ional en t ities in their own rig ht.
It is nat ural to generalize the notion of a signal from something that
is merely a passive bearer of info rmation to something that is a more act ive causal ent ity. Th is generalization is most effective ly made if we model
signal-waves in CA as automata propagating within an n-dimensional "t ape "
that is the structure of the computer.
Generalizing signals to automata provides a usefu l framework within
which to inter pret the actions and po tentia lities of signals. In addition
to a capacity to carry information, automaton-signals have t he capacity
to recognize and/or modify t he various structures they en counter in the
course of their propagation. Most import a ntl y, since some of the struc-
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tures encountered by automaton-signals may be other propagating signals.
automaton-sign als have th e capacity to recognize and modify each other
as well as to recognize and modify the more passive structures in their
environment.
Vi ewing signals as aut om ata a lso forces us to reconsider our notions
of what kinds of structures constitute computers. On the ab ove view, the
very structure of the computer is it self data, subject to manipulation by

the processes wh ich are "running" within it . Indeed, we can dispense altogether with any particular passive configuration within which sign als are

constrained to propagate, and computations that consist solely of signals
interacting with one another can be emb edd ed in CA . In this case , the only
role left to t he physical "hardware" is to provide a medium within which
signals can propagate: an ~ther .

3.

Virtual state machines

Propagating st ruct ures in CA are typically small, periodic configurations
that constantly disp lace t hems elves with respect to the fixed cellu lar background. Although they have often be en employed as mere carriers of information, th ey are also capable of performing arbitrary comp utational tasks.
The simplest computat ional ent ities formally recognized in computer
science are finit e state machines. A finite state machine (FSM) consists of
a finit e set of states E, a finite input alph ab et a , and a trans iti on function
!'> th at maps a (state,input) pair to the next state: !'> : (E x c ] -+ E . An
FSM may also produce an output symbol, selected from a finite output alphabet, at every state transition. An FSM "receives" a single input stream
consisting of a sequ ence of symbols from its input alphabet. An FSM cannot revi ew its own inp ut or output, thus its "memory" is limited to its set
of st ates.
The most powerful formally recognized computational ent it ies are Turing machines. A Tur ing mac hin e (TM) exte nds the concept of an FSM by
incorporating an indefinitely extensible tape that it can read from , write
on, and move over in eit her dir ection. Thus, a T M can review bot h its
input and its output, and its "memory" is in principle unb ounded .
We will regard any configurat ion in a CA t hat can fun ction as an FSM
to be an automaton . How simple can su ch a configuration be? As simple as
a single cell. By definition, each cell in a CA cont ains a finite state machine.
Let us call these fixed base-machines "zero-order" or physical automata.
In contrast , any configuration that can fun ction as a T M mu st consist
of more than one cell, since each cell has only a finite number of states.
We will call locally periodic configurations that occupy more th an one cell
in space or time "higher-order" or virtu al automat a. Virtual au tomata
are supported "on the shoulders" , so to speak, of the lattice of zero-ord er 1
physical auto mat a that const it ute th e cellular array. Propagating st ructures, such as sign als, are pr ime examples of virtual automata.
If a propagating structure can ever encounte r physic al cells that it has
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traversed b efore, then it is potentially a virtual Turing machine, if not,
then it is a virtual finite automaton. This distinction is complicated by
the fact t hat it is possible t hat the output of a virtual automaton may
i tself propagate through the array, in which case a virtual automaton may
enc ount er some of it s own previous ou tput even if it never retraces its
absolute physical path.
There are a number of observations t hat follow when we v iew propagating structures as virtual automata. In ord er to have a convenient name, we
will refer to virtual automata as virtual state machines (VSM 's), whet her
they are functioning as finite-state machines or as Turing machines.

• VSM's are emb edded in the very tape upon which they are operating.
Bot h machine and data are represented as states of the same medium:
an ar ray of cells. Thus, VSM's are both processes and data at the
same time.
• Since VSM 's are both processes and data at the same t ime, writjng
on the 't ape' of the env ironm ent is equivalent to construction.
• YSM's can erase as well as construct.
• VSM 's can be self-erasing, which is t he ultimate form of halting.
• Since const ructed configur at ions ca n also be viewed as either da ta or
processes, VSM's can construct other VS M 's. Likewise, VSM's can
erase other YSM's.
• Because they are both processes and da ta, VSM's can treat oth er
VSM's as 'data ' and read or modify their structure.
• Because configu rations can occur on all scales, VSM's can be em bedded in other VSM's. T hus YSM's can be h ierarchically composed of
smaller YSM's.
Thus, t he rigid ly-fixed , homogeneous lattice of physical au tomata that
constitutes the cellu lar array can support a heterogeneous population of
virt ual automat a t hat are relativ ely free to migra te around (like an ts) in
t he lattice. Furthermore, this population of vir tual auto mata can vary
in size and composition with time as YSM' s are created, modified, and
destroyed by ot her YSM's and proc esses occurring in the arr ay.

4.

Examples of VSM's

The glider of Conway's cellular automaton game of "Life" [11 is an example
of a YSM. T he glider is a configuration that propagates with respect to t he
background of fixed physical automata, cycling through four "states" over
and over again, as shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1: A Glider propagating with respect to a fixed cell ( 0) .
The glider is just one example of a genera l clas s of structures that
propagate wit h respect to the bac kground of fixed physical cells. T hey
are solitary, particle-like waves of state-c hange, rippling across the cellular
background.
F igure 2 shows more examples of VSM's. Figure 2a shows t he simplest
propagating structure t h at can be imp lemented in a rotation-symmetric,
two-dimens ional cellular automaton. It will propagate to the r ight. Figure
2b shows a sim p le automaton travelin g to t he r ight, writ ing an alternating
pattern as it propagates. Figure 2c shows a simple automaton traveling to
t he left , mak ing an inve rse copy of a row of ce lls as it does so. Figure 2d
shows a VSM propagat ing to t he right that produces a regular "string" of
VSM's that propagate upward.
Propagating structures have been use d as signa ls in the construction of
embedded computers. Both von Neumann and Codd used signals propagat ing along "wires" in their designs for universal constructing machines
embedded in cellular automata [2,31. Conway 14] used the gli der both as
t he carrier of a b it of information and as a specialized operator in constructing the proof that the "Life" t ransit ion rule can support un iversal
computation. Margolus [5] has implemented Fredkin's Billiard Ball Model
of Computation (BBMC) [6] in a cellu lar automaton. In the BBMC, hard
spheres (billiard balls) collide elastically with each ot her and with mirrorsreflective walls-to implement computations. Any location where two balls
mig ht collide constitutes a Fredkin gate where the potential collision is
taken as implementing a logical function-such as 'AND'-in a reversible
manner. In Margolus' implementation of the BBMC, the billiard balls are
modeled by propagating structures that interact as if they were involved in
elastic collisions.
In all of these models, propagating structures carry information and
interact with other propagating structures or with static st ruct u res in the
array. In all cases, the propagating structures are essentially autonomous,
are capable of making "decis ions" based on their loca l environments, and
can affect , or be affected by, the state of the physical cells through wh ich
they ar e propagating. In short, they are functioning as automata.

5.

VSM synthesis model

In the exam ples mentioned ab ove, a few specia lized automata interact in
rather restricted ways. We would like a programming methodology for
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Figure 2: Examples of virtual state machines (VSM's) . (a) A simple
VSM traveling t o t he right. (b) A simple VSM t rave ling to t he right
and wr it ing a regular string. (e) A VSM propagat ing to the left ,
making an inverse copy of a string that it is t raversing. (d ) A VSM
propagating to the right, p rod ucing as ou tpu t a regular sequence of
VSM's t raveling upward.
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VSM's that allows the production of arbitrary automata when and where
needed in the course of parallel, distributed computation. We take the
process of protein synthesis in living cells as our model.
In living cells, descript ions for a great many different molecular automataenzymes- are encoded in the DNA. These descriptions are turned into functioning mol ecular machines in the process of protein synthesis. This process

is initiated when a polymerase enzyme, propagating along the DNA, recognizes a particular base-sequence label. When it encounters the label it
is seeking, the enzyme triggers the transcription of the following stretch of
DNA into messenger RNA (mRNA). When the polymerase enzyme reaches
a special "stop" sequence on the DNA, transcription is terminated and the
mRNA is cut loose. At this point, various editing procedures can be invoked
on the mRNA strand, including the excision of several segments-intronswhich may go on to function as enzymes themselves [71. The edited mRNA
is then transferred to a ribosome in the cytoplasm where it is used as a
template for building a protein.
On this model, we can construct a "string" of cells in the array that
will function like DNA: as the repository for descriptions of automata.
Each description will be preceded by a label that can be recognized by an
enzyme-like automaton that is traversing the string. To simplify things, we
will have the result of the recognition of a label be the direct construction
of the automaton described, rather than go through the extra steps of
first transcrib ing the description and then transferring the transcription to
another site before constructing the automaton.
In the following examp le, we have constructed a simple Turing machine
by using the model described above. Figure 3 gives an overview of the
machine and the interpretation of the symbo ls used in the diagrams of the
mach ine's operation. There are two linear strings of cells in the array that
constitute "tapes". One tape holds the rules and the other holds the data .
A rule consists of four consecutive cells, which encode the rule as follows.
The first cell is a label that uniquely identifies the rule. The first cell after
the label indicates what to print at the "current-cell marker", which sits
directly above the current cell on the data-tape and reflects its state. The
second cell after the label indicates which direction to move the current-cell
marker. The third cell after the label ind icates what the nex t-sta te sho uld
be .
The machine is started with a sing le-cell VSM sitting next to the currentcell marker on the data-tape (figure 4a). This VSM holds the starting state
of the machine. By sensing the state of the current-cell markerJ the VSM
holding the starting state can determine the current state and the current tape-symbol. Thus, it can determine what rule to search for on the
rule-tape. The VSM moves to the rule-tape and starts to search for the
proper rule- label (figure 4b) , passing over rules with different labels. Wh en
it encounters the proper label (figure 4c), it activates the rule following
the label. When activated, three VSM's are produced, in sequence, one
from each of the three cells following the label cell (figure 4d) . Each VSM
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moves to the data tape and propagates along it to the current-c ell marker,
where it performs its action (figure 4e). The first VSM alters the stat e of
the current-cell marker to th e state dictated as the print symbol by the
ru le (figure 4f). The current-cell, sitt ing directly beneath the current-cell
marker I changes itse lf acco rdingly. The second VSM moves the current-cell
marker to the right or to the left one cell, where it assumes th e state of the
new current-cell beneath it (figure 4g). Fi nally, the third VSM carries the
next-state informat ion necessary to iterate the cycle: when it encounters
the current-cell marker it determines the proper rule to apply next and
moves to the rul e-t ape in order to search for the proper lab el (figure 4h).
And so the process cont inues.
Halting is eas ily implemented by not including a descript ion for the
next-state in some rule. Th en, when the rule for halting is act ivated, the
rule w ill produce only two VSM's-one for printing the new symbol at the
current-cell marker and one for moving the current-cell marker. No nextstate VSM will be produced and hence no new rule will be sought and the
process comes to a halt.
Note tha t it does not matter in what order the rules are stored on the
rule tape, and that there is no necessary connection between a label and
the sp ecific rule that follows it. The association between rules and labels
is arbitrary. Any combination of print-symbol, current-cell marker move ,
and next-state can follow any label. Thus any Turing machine can be "programmed" on the rule-tape, within the limits of the rule code (maximum
number of states, finite input and print alphabets, and etc). If the rules are
thos e of a universal Turing machine , then any Turing machine at all may
be simulated. One portion of the data-t ape will then encode the rules for
the specific Turing machine to be simulated.
The basic form of this simple Turing machine may easily be extended in
a number of ways to implement a more general , but still cent rally-located,
control structure. For instance, the "data-tape" cou ld be extended to include the who le of the n-dimensional array in which the rule-tap e is embedded. Then there could be many VSM "heads" acting in parallel, sensing various currently-active sites distributed throughout the n-dimensional
space, determining the rules to apply, and propaga ting to the rule-tape to
search for the proper labels .
There could also be multiple rule-tapes, some of which coul d conta in
duplicate labels. The rules associated with identical labels on different
rule-tapes might or might not be identic al-allowing multiple rule "alleles"
or paralJeles. Furthermore, the rule-tapes themselves could be acted upon
as if they were data-tapes, either by direct modification of rules or labels ,
or by modificat ion in such a way that rules could be made unavailable for
further activation until subsequently remodified.
Finally, the rules themse lves coul d be distributed over the n-dimensional
array like the data, eithe r statically or as VSM's . In the former case the
rules would be soug ht out locally, wh ile in the latt er case the rules themselves would actively seek out the situations to which they applied .
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Note that there might also be other processes going on in t he array.
The VSM's produced by the ru le tapes may be sensing the current status
of these other processes. T he other processes might also produce VSM's
t hemselves, which would either act on the rule tapes directly or trigger
rules to be activated. These other processes may themselves be direc ted
by rule tapes, giving the effect of multiple "cells" communicating with
one another. In this manner, higher-order control structures can be built .
Alternatively, t he ot her processes might be considered to be "outside" th e
rule-tape system, and thus constitute elements of the "environment" . Such
a model might prove very effective in understanding t he cellular processes
that support life [8].

6.

Social automata: computation in colonies of
co- oper a t in g automata

Life, int elligenc e, and even computation, are behavioral ph enomen a that
emerge from t he interaction of many inan imate, unintelligent, and even
illogical parts. There is much to be gained, therefore, from the study of
the spectrum of global behaviors that can emerge from the aggr egation
tog ether of many separate entities, each wit h its own behavioral rep ertoire.
In some cases, the global activity will be just th e sum of the activ ities of
the individuals. In other cases, however , the global activity is much more
complex than th e behavior of isolated individ uals would lead us to expect.
Cellular automata provide us with several hierarchical levels of "individuals" out of which aggreg ates may be composed . The first level consists
of the individual cells, each of which is occupied by the same finite automato n. What makes CA so int eresting is that the global behavior supported
by a lattice of such automata is much mor e compl ex and vari ed than the
sum of the behaviors of the individual automata. Propagating structuresVSM's---<:onstitute another level of individuals. Although they are directly
supported by the rigidly fixed, homogeneous cells of the lattice, VSM's are
free to migrate around in the lattice, constantly changing th eir set of neighboring virtual automata . Furthermore, a homogeneous lattice of automata
can support a heterogeneous population of VSM's, and this population can
vary in size and composition with time, as VSM's are created, modified,
and destroyed by processes occurring in the lattice. Thus, a rigidly-fixed,
uniform population can support a polymorphic society of relatively freeranging individuals. Higher levels in the hierarchy of individuals are due to
the interaction of t he processes that are constituted of individuals of lower
levels, in much the manner of the biological hierarchy of molecules: cells,
tiss ues, organs, organisms, societies, and so forth.
T he individual automata belonging to these societies can interact in
sever al different ways. As finite-state or Turing mac hines, these automata
are computing some function on the tape of t heir environment . Each individual automaton can be thought of as both recognizing a lan guage and
wr it ing a language, as it is both being affected by and affecting its envi-
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ronment. Since it is a shared environment, individual automata can be
affected by the computations of others either indirectly via their effects on
the environment, or by operating on each other directly.
To the extent that automata recognize portions of each other's output,
we can say that a channel of communicaton exists between the automata.
Furthermore, the "string" being produced as a result of a VSM's computation can itself turn into one or more VSM's. Thus, VSM's can be seen as
implementing a meta-grammar, where the "strings" produced may turn into
mac hines that implement yet other grammars. These, in turn, may spawn
other such machines, and so forth. The analysis of such meta-grammars is
problematic, since machines at all levels of the grammatical hierarchy can
interact with one another. It is even possible to have "autocatalytic cycles"
of VSM's, where machine A produces machine 8, which produces machine
C, which produces....., which produces machine )./, which closes the cycle
by producing machine A.
The important point to be made about these hierarchies of individuals
is that VSM-like structures can occur at any level of the hierarchy: systems
of YSM's can support higher-order YSM's. This suggests that we, as interacting individua ls immersed in a social aggregate, may often get caught
up in the propagation of YSM-like social processes sweeping through our
local neighborhood of the society, without really be ing aware of the VSM
itself, only of the particular task it induces us to undertake. There is much
to be learned about the ebb and flow of such social processes. Systems of
VSM 's in CA could give us a new way to investigate social dynamics .

7.

Virtual structure

Physics has primarily concerned itself with the analysis of matter. Physicists analyze matter by taking it apart and finding its subparts, and then
iterating the process on the subparts. Synthesis is a p rocess directly opposed to analysis. It consists in putting together parts to form superparts.
Just as we can discover the way in which matter decomposes into subparts,
we can explore the way in which matter can be composed into superparts.
Thus, just as there are such things as sub-particles that constitute material
things, there are such things as super-particles that material things can
constitute.
What propagating VSM's in CA demonstrate clearly is that there are
really two classes of "things" that sub-parts can be composed into: physical
things and virtual things. The physical things are those which exist on
the same time scale as their constituent parts. The virtual things are
those which persist over longer time scales than their constituent parts. In
general, analysis has not dealt with virtual things very well for two reasons:
(1) virtual things are harder to identify than physical things, and (2) by
the time you get hold of a virtual thing to take it apart, you have only
got the parts that constitute the virtual thing and not the virtual thing
itself. IT you "fix" a virtual thing for study you have lost it, because its
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very existence dep ends on its dynamic st ructure.
Virt u al t h ings depend on the flux of t heir constituent parts. They are
ope n systems , con tinuously exchan ging matter with the environment. Thus,
virtual t hings m ust have th e cap ac ity to create t he conditions for their own
t ransfer-t hey p ave t he ir own way. IT a virtual str ucture is to p ers ist in
t ime, it mu st have the capacity to impose its st ructure on an ever-changing
set of const ituent subparts.
It is not such a great step from this to replicat ion. All t hat is required
is that t he p attern hang onto its cons tituent parts for a wh ile afte r it h as
imposed it s structure on a new set of parts, rathe r than relinquish ing the
old parts in the pr ocess. T hus, it is conceivab le that propagation may be
the ancestor of replication : propag at ing virtu al structures in the pre-bio t ic
soup may have b een the precursers of t emplating nucl eotides.
Note t hat to identify something as virtual is not t o remove its ca usal
efficacy. Virtual things inte ract with physical t h ings all the time, t hey ar e
patterns of organization t ha t overtake physical things and sweep them up in
a local hurrican e of org an izat ion, event ua lly discarding them as they move
on to overtake other physical things and recruit them into their physical
bas is of support . Thus, super-particles can b e vir tual and yet still h ave
p hysical, causal efficacy: they cons titu te the "force" behind t he dy namic
organizat ion of material t hings. There is nothing vitalistic in such a statement, it mer ely acknowledges t hat structure can be dynamic as well as
static.
8.

Summary

We hav e discussed a view of comput ation in CA that gener alizes th e notion of a signal to the notion of a pr opagating automaton. On thi s view, a
computation is th e global result of the local interactions of a set of signalautomata, working within and altering th e structure of t he comput er . In
the extreme cas e, the structure of the computer can consist solely of such
automata, propaga ting within the logical lEther provided by the lat t ice of
physical cells. "P rograms" in such sp aces must consist of spat ially dist ributed structures. A programming model based on th e process of protein
synthesis was proposed that involves enzy me-like, propagating auto mat a
th at translate passive descriptions of auto mata into function al automata,
whose effects may res ult in the tran slation of yet other au to mata. Such parallel sets of pr opagat ing automata may be viewed as colonies or "societies"
of automata. Such a viewpoint shoul d facilitate bot h the understanding
of social dynamics and t he app lication of useful pr inciples of soci al organization to the task of comput ation. Furthermore, t he comb ination of
ep hemeral existence an d physically causal efficacy exh ibite d by virtua l a ut omata in CA sugges ts t hat simil ar pr ocesses may be resp onsibl e for much
of the dynamic nature of the world around us. The st udy of th e behav ior
p ossible in syst ems of vir tual state machi nes in cellular au tomata sho u ld
provide us wit h u nique insights int o the nature of virtual st ruct ure in t he
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physical world.
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